INSTRUCTIONS

Out Work! Out Play!

Our Vision
PowerNet Inc. is dedicated to providing quality products at affordable prices. Our goal is to develop the skills
of the young, old, seasoned and professional athletes through training, reps and practice. Further building
confidence leading to consistent winning performance.
Using PowerNet’s equipment indoors and outdoors creates better players. PowerNet gives the opportunity
to have the accessibility to practice anywhere with our nets and equipment. We believe that using the
process of integrating practice in your daily lives allows you to mold the next generation into professionals &
professionals into icons through their performance. Separating the best players from the good by providing
life skills for the future.

Thank you for choosing Powernet
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S023 | 18.5 X 6.5 SOCCER GOAL

S023 I (18.5 X 6.5) SOCCER GOAL

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

EASY SETUP & EASY TEARDOWN

the ground.

3.

2.

1a. Unwrap the net and 1c. Slowly telescope the legs up on
place the double hinge on one side of the frame until it locks.
NOTE: Don’t pull post
all the way out of frame.

3a. Lift side leg

3b. Repeat 3a

of the frame

on the opposite

until the hinge

side of the base

locks.

frame.

PULL UP

3c. Place both
legs on ground

NOTE: Step 1c will extend the back base to

with post inserts

make it a rectangle. If you do NOT extend

up.

the back base it will look like this:
1b. Then set one leg down
2. Open up middle hinge bracket of the

NOTE: All four hinges should be locked into place from

base frame until it locks on both sides.
1d. Repeat steps 1b-1c on opposite side.

to be raised & curved off the ground.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Near the middle hinge bracket, there are two designed bends
used to raise the frame off the ground for stability.
These are NOT damages!

5.

4.

Don’t force the middle down!

6.

5a. Then place the
black

steps 2 and 3.

NOTE: Per step 1 the center is designed

loop

around

the front base post

7.

LOAD

LOAD

holder.

PARTS LIST
(1) NET
(1) BASE FRAME
(4) LOWER METAL POLE
(4) UPPER POLES
(4) GROUND STAKES
(1) BAG

UPPER POLES

on the ground.

TIP: Best used when weighing down net
with PowerNet sandbags (not supplied).

5b. Connect an upper

WARNING:

fiberglass pole into a

•

lower metal pole.
7a. Stand on the outside of the frame by the
4a. Insert one of the
lower metal poles into
the back of the frame.

NOTE: The back side of
the frame is where the
hinges meet and there
is no red sleeve.

4b. Then insert the upper

5d. Next insert it into

fiberglass pole into the
lower metal pole.
4c. Repeat steps 4a-4b
on opposite side’s back
pole.

5c. Slip one net sleeve
over one fiberglass
pole set.

the holder on either
side of the front base.
5e. Repeat 5a-5d on
opposite side.

6a. Standing by the front of the net,

back poles.

on one side, slide sleeve up and hook

7b. While firmly holding the back pole and

the white loop on the net around the

instructions

when

setting up the net.
•

using

and

Frequent use and/or abuse will
eventually strain the net and will
cause breakage.

net, hook the white loop on the net around •
the sliver notch.

Keep fingers away from hinges

7c. Then repeat steps 7a & 7b on the opposite •
side with the second white back loop.

This is not a toy, do not climb or

WARNING: In steps 6 & 7 don’t stand in direction of the pole’s load when bending. •

Don’t drag the net! Use two

silver notch.
6b. Then repeat 6a on the opposite
side with the second white front loop.

The pole may snap back and cause injury.

CHECK OUT OUR VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS AT:
Out Work! Out Play!

Use adult supervision and follow
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and joints.

swing on net.

people to move.

SOCCER

